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Abstract
There is a lot of valuable information in the massive amounts of data. Any loss of data may result in a great loss. Data security cannot
be ignored. There are varieties of data disaster recovery technologies. However, most of these techniques depend on the hardware
devices or data redundancy greatly. This paper presents a distributed data disaster recovery technology that minimum dependence on
data redundancy and hardware system redundancy. In addition, this technology has nothing to do with the user equipment and
application data structures. The test proved that this new data disaster recovery method can not only enhance disaster recovery
capabilities and reduce the redundancy of the system greatly, but also suitable for large-scale distributed data disaster recovery.
Keywords: data disaster tolerance, HDFS, GE code, dynamic replication

equipment and application data structures. This method is
equally effective for the data disaster recovery that at the
network distributed system-level and the level of memory
storage units, and the larger the scale of the disaster
recovery system, the better the effectiveness of disaster
recovery. This technology is not a copy strategy of the
data and it does not distinguish between work equipment
and backup equipment, but with a minimum of
redundancy cost to achieve the high efficiency of data
disaster recovery and data recovery. Once a large area
data devices disaster, this technology can be taken over
the services and completed data recovery in a relatively
short period of time and the cost of doing so just only
software execution time of during data recovery.
Therefore, this technology reduces the cost of storage
space and equipment redundancy costs greatly [2].

1 Introduction

Now the data disaster recovery technology is divided into
two categories: the first-class technology is closely
related to the hardware devices and data structures. The
first-class technology focused on the probability of
damage to data equipment and the solution is based on a
new type of memory devices and integrated device
instead of the old data devices. The second type of study
continued the system redundant technology roadmap
(equipment redundancy and data redundancy). The
second type of study is not very high to the quality of the
storage devices, but the realization cost is closely related
to the goal of the data disaster recovery system [1]. The
lower target disaster recovery system only requires that
the system can be able to provide the most basic data and
services when the data was accidental damage. The
higher goal of disaster recovery system requires no matter
how much the price, the system can be able to recovery
the lost data and interrupt service completely [2]. Because
these two types of technical are exist the problems of
higher redundancy for equipment and data, so, this paper
presents a data disaster recovery method that based on
encoding and dynamic replication strategy [1].
This new method based on computer reasoning [3]
and data security storage [4] and it is a distributed
technical method of disaster recovery storage [5]. This
method is help to expand the scale of the disaster
recovery system and enhance disaster recovery
capabilities and greatly reduce system redundancy data.
The disaster recovery capabilities of the new method
mainly depend on the organization of data and the
support of software method. It has a minimum
dependence on data redundancy and hardware system
redundancy and has nothing to do with the user

2 GE Code
2.1 GE CODE TECHNOLOGY
Based on the low redundancy and high-performance data
disaster recovery technology, this paper proposed a new
type of array erasure coding technique that is E code
family (including AE code and GE code). It expanded the
data recovery performance and its range of applications
for traditional array erasure codes [6-7]. The E code
family has the significant advantages of powerful erasure
and erasure parameters unlimited. Its operation is
completely established bit arithmetic in finite field GF (2)
and thus avoiding the difficulty of encoding is performed
on a large-scale finite field [3].
In the E code, the information will be stored in an n ×
n data array. There are n blocks in a data array. Each data
block is divided into n segments. Using segments n-t, …,
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n-2, n-1 as the check segment and the rest k=n-t segments
as the information segments.
A specific n=16, k=12, t=4 data array instance shown
in Figure 1.

So, the parity elements can be generated by the formula
n-k-1

a i , j   di-(n-k),s n-k  i  n-1 , 0  j  n-1 .
s =0

5) When a U goes wrong and need to restore the data
stored within the U, we first need to do is marked the
status of all the parity blocks in U that no error has
occurred as "available".
6) Choose an "available" status parity block randomly
and check whether the information block that verified
by parity block is deleted. If there is no information
block is removed, or only one information block is
deleted, then the parity block is marked as "useless".
The deleted information block can be restore
according to the parity block and the XOR operation
results of other information blocks which verified by
the parity block. A recovery formula is:

N=16

k=12

t=4

n-k-1

FIGURE 1 E code data array layout

di ', j '  a i , j  (  di-(n-k),s ) i-(n-k)  i',s  j'

As shown in Figure 1, E code is a parameter array
code [n, k (n - k) / 2 +1]. This means that the length of E
code is n and it can be able to accommodate k columns
effective information and then we can use t = n − k
columns of parity information to get columns of fault
tolerance ability.
Using U represents a storage unit and using n as the
number of storage units. We agreed and damaged number
of the storage units is here.
In order to clearly stated, we agreed that t/n=q%. A
typical case is q=25, then t/n=q%=1/4.
GE code process is as follows.
1) There are n numbers of U and each U is divided into n
blocks average. The number of yth block in the xth U
is a yx and 0  x  n , 0  y  n . The before n-t blocks

s =0

7) Repeat step 6, until all of the U, are no longer
contains the wrong information blocks. At this time,
all of the data stored in the broken U have restored.
2.2 DISASTER RECOVERY PROCESS
Suppose there are n storage devices, either t piece of
equipment fails or is unable to obtain its data. Let
q%=t/n. If the system is able to fully recover data within
the device failure t, the system can be considered a
successful disaster recovery. At this time, the effective
storage space of the system is not less than (1-2*q %)
times of the total amount of n storage device storage
space, usually (1-q %) times. If set q=25, then the
effective storage space is n devices storage space total
quantity 75% and the rest of the space for additional
coding information.
Stored procedure as follow.
1) The application procedure will line up source files
according to the FIFO order when the application
receives the file storage request and then the source
files will be deal with one by one. The application
procedure will segmentation and coding each source
file accordance with the GE coding scheme. Each
source file is divided into n sub-file average and the
bit lengths of each sub-file fragment are same.
2) The application procedure sent the n sub-file of the
source file f separately to the different n servers on
the network storage system accordance with the preset parameters n. The total amount of sub-files on n
servers of the network storage system is less time than
the amount of data in the source files (1.5 times the
total amount of source data typically). At this time the
stored procedure is completed.
Download and read process in the conventional case
as follow.
1) When the application procedure receives a download
request to read a source file f, it sends to a download
request to the remaining n-1 servers in the network
system and collects all the transferred sub-file
fragmentations.

are blocks of information and that are used to store
the effective information. After t blocks are parity
blocks and which are used to store the parity
information.
2) Construct a [n-t, n-1] binary matrix and homogenizing
the matrix so that the difference of the maximum line
weight and the minimum row weight is less than 1,
the difference of maximum column weight and
minimum column is less than 1 also. Each line of the
matrix has n 1 and each column has j 1. All the
elements of the value of 1 in the coding matrix
obtained is saved as a collection of tuples A.
3) Let a ij as the element in the data array on j-th column
i-th

row,

we

can

use

matrix

A=[a ij ]

,

0  i  n, 0  j  n to express E code. In matrix A,
the
information
elements
with
[a ij ]0  i  n  t ,0  j  n indicated and the parity

elements indicated by [a ij ]n  t  i  n,0  j  n .
4) These elements randomly divided into t collections, as
follows:
D0 : [d 0,0 , d 0,1 ,
D1 : [ d1,0 , d1,1 ,

, d 0, n  t 1 ]
, d1, n  t 1 ]

Dt 1 : [ d t 1,0 , d t 1,1 ,

, d t 1, n  t 1 ]
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2) After all n fragments collected from the source file f
(one local server fragment, n-1 offsite server
fragments), local application directly recovery data of
source file f from n debris and thereby completing the
download/read of the source file f. Because the subfile fragmentation is complete, so this conventional
process read from the source file f without decoding
time loss.
Download and reading process in exceptional
circumstances (Disaster recovery mode) as follow.
Assuming that there are certain units (the number t) of
data storage servers in the network system failure or
unable to respond.
1) The application procedure will send a handshake
information broadcast to other n-1 servers in the
network system after it gotten the download/read
request from the source file f. There are at least
undamaged servers will return the handshake
information.
2) Chooses servers stochastically from the undamaged
servers as the partner servers of data recovery. In
accordance with step 2, the source file f can be
recovered and reconstructed.
Attention. There is no need to recover each sub-file
fragmentation of source file f and not need to re-coding f
too. We can complete the data stored profile of source file
f just need to recovery the t error fragments and restore
them to the t intact servers.
Different source files are independent of each other
and the reconfigurable architecture recover decoding is
independent of each other too. Therefore, if there are
multiple files need to restoration and reconfiguration, we
can assign these files to faultless servers and carry out
restoration and reconfiguration using the mode of
distributed and parallel processing. This method can
speed up the speed of data recovery and improve the
efficiency of the disaster recovery system [4].

(master) and Datanode (slave). Namenode can only have
one, but Datanode can have a plurality. The mode of data
disaster recovery of the existing HDFS is the multi-copy
technical. The specific approach is saving the three copies
of the file blocks on the different DataNode of HDFS
cluster respectively. The NameNode responsible for
complete copy work, it uses regular round-robin fashion
to receive the heartbeat of each DataNode in the cluster.
If there has the heartbeat signal, which means that the
DataNode is working, conversely indicates DataNode is
not working properly. If the NameNode cannot receive a
DataNode heartbeat, NameNode will release the blocks
of DataNode to the other nodes. NameNode use this
method to keep the number of copies [5].
The main role of multiple-copy in HDFS as follow.
1) Fault tolerance: to ensure system reliability.
2) Load balancing: The size of the DataNode load
is determined by how much of the data it has.
Therefore, HDFS average distributes the data to each
DataNode to achieve the load balancing. During the
running process, HDFS may transfer the load by the way
of moving copies.

3 HDFS improvement program based on coding and
dynamic replication strategy

4 Noah disaster recovery technology realizations

3.2 THE DESIGN IDEAS FOR NOAH
In summary, the main reason for HDFS system has
higher storage cost and lower load balancing capability is
multi-copy strategy with a fixed number of copies.
Therefore, this paper tries to provide a more flexible load
balancing solution, which not only ensure data security
but also reduce the cost of storage. This program design
ideas is based on (1). Use code-based disaster recovery
technology to replace the multiple-copy disaster recovery
(2). Abandon the old fixed number of copy strategies,
using GE code-based disaster recovery mechanism to
realize the strategy that change the number of copies
dynamically [6].

Noah disaster recovery program abandoned HDFS mirror
copy policy and using coding fragment solutions to reencoded the data blocks in HDFS. This way makes the
whole system cluster save only the code section that
corresponding with the data block. Although the mapping
table and the name space is maintained in the Namenode,
but the actual data storage is based on code section and
the data read and disaster recovery is also in the
Namenode which operation on the code section that
corresponding to the data block. Noah using dynamic
replication strategy instead of a fixed copy of the original
HDFS strategy makes the whole system to keep the load
balancing in a good state. The architecture of Noah is
shown in Figure 2 [7].

This paper presents a new and improved solution based
on GE code and dynamic replication strategy - Noah (Not
Only A Hadoop). This solution based on Hadoop
platform architecture and improvements to the underlying
file system of HDFS and to achieve a low redundancy
and high-performance disaster recovery for the huge
amounts of data.
3.1 HDFS EXISTING MULTI-COPY STRATEGIC
ANALYSIS
The operation mode of HDFS cluster is “master-slave”.
The cluster contains two main types of nodes: Namenode
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FIGURE 2 Noah architecture

4.1 DYNAMIC REPLICATION STRATEGY

4.1.2 Dynamic copies arrangement

According to the different needs of users for data and the
system in support of the original the Hadoop file
management mechanism, the dynamic replication
strategy can make the system to maintain the load
balancing in a good state by dynamic generation, delete
and deploy the copies. For the hot data, dynamic
replication strategy consists of the following two parts:

As mentioned earlier, the heartbeat is used to detect a
DataNode working properly. Therefore, the DataNode
notification the NameNode the system resource loads
using the characteristic of the heartbeat. When the
NameNode received the information from DataNode, the
NameNode will judge the situation for each DataNode,
and then the NameNode will move the higher load data
block into the lower load data block and record the new
position information of the transferred data blocks.
Therefore, dynamic copies arrangement strategy is using
this load transfer method to achieve a system load
balance [8].

4.1.1 Dynamic replication generation strategy
Dynamic replica generation strategy has changed the way
of saving a fixed number copies, it dynamically change
the number of copies to achieve overall system load
balancing. It is based on the needs of runtime system to
decide the number of the copies for each data blocks.
When generating copies, NameNode will be maintenance
the number of the access-waiting queue for each data
block that in the upper application. The maintenance
principles are:
1) If the number of copies of a data block can be
meet the application requests, the application
requests do not need to wait in the queue, it can
access to the copies directly.
2) If the number of copies of a data block can not be
meet the application requests, the new application
requests are entered into the data block’s waiting
queue, the system will generating several new
copies for the application requests.
3) If the number of copies of a data block far beyond
the number of application requests, it will produce
a larger system consumes and will lead to a
serious waste of storage resources. So, in order to
improve utilization of storage resources, the
system will delete the extra copies.

4.2 DATA RECOVERY STRATEGIES
The data recovery strategy of HDFS is replica the
replication. This program presents a method that collect
and decoding the section to achieve damaged data block
recovering.
The section collection complete by the NameNode.
NameNode first found the section that belongs damaged
data blocks and then arbitrarily choose 70% of these
sections put into a DataNode to decoding and data
recovery operations. In the data recovery process, there
will appear two situations:
a) Code section is lost or damaged. In this case,
NameNode will record the information of the coding
segment until the quantity of missing or corrupted
code section exceeds a threshold (generally 30%).
NameNode will notify the coding segment locations
to the DataNode that own these coding segments.
DataNode will decoding and parsing these coding
segments and then distribute these re-encoded code
section to different DataNode. So as to ensure the
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number of code section maintained at a safe threshold
value [9].
b) When the data of a hot spot data blocks are damaged
or lost, NameNode will find the coding segments that
corresponding this hot spot data blocks and then sent
the coding segments to the specified DataNode. The
DataNode decoding of these coding segments and
thereby restoring damaged or lost data blocks,
ultimately achieve the data recovery.
5 Experiments and conclusions
Figure 4 HDFS node load diagram

Experiments goal. For a distributed data storage system
that consisted by N (3 <N <1200) data equipment (Such
as memory cells, memory or a server), we need to check
that when any of r data devices have corrupted (r<N/4) ,
whether the remaining N – r undamaged data devices can
recover all the data and if the total redundancy of system
equipment is less than 1:1.
The experimental results. In this study, we used 35 sets
of equipment as servers and according to GE code divide
the data into 35 parts. Each part of data size ranging from
1M to 600M. Then we imitate the data corruption status,
shut down seven sets arbitrary and using the remaining
28 sets of equipment to restore the corrupted data.
The experimental results showed that: when the
storage system of any r (r <N / 4) data device was
damaged, all data can be immediately and automatically
recover by the remaining N – r undamaged data devices
and the total redundancy of the system storage equipment
less than 1:1.
Figure 3 is a data disaster recovery resource
consumption comparison chart for HDFS and Noah.
From figure 3, we can see that compared with HDFS
1:1 backup replication, Noah saves about 30% of the
resources. And we can see the larger the backed up data
the greater the Noah saved resources. Therefore, we can
infer that Noah is more suitable for large-scale distributed
data disaster recovery.

FIGURE 5 Noah node load diagram

From Figure 4 and Figure 5 we can see that the
original HDFS load extremely uneven and fluctuation is
larger, but Noah use dynamic replication strategy and
allocates the load of a single node to each node in entire
server cluster. and ultimately causing each node resource
utilization more evenly and achieve load balancing.
6 Conclusions
The improvement program that proposed by this paper
relative to original HDFS file storage system has
following advantages.
This program lead encoding technology into HDFS
file system and use an innovative way to replacing the
original multi-copy disaster recovery technology.
Original HDFS file system needs 1:1 redundant space,
but this program just need no more than 70% redundant
space.
This program adopts dynamic replication strategy and
flexibility to change the number of copies replaces a fixed
number of copies. It provides a more efficient system
server load balancing ability and makes the distribution
of resources of the entire file system more reasonable,
more rapid and smooth running.
Because this program using the coding techniques, the
users need not retrieve all the data when they requesting
data and they can using the decoding method to restore
the full data. When the parts nodes in the storage server
failure or network congestion, this program has higher
practicality.

FIGURE 3 Resource occupancy comparison chart for Data disaster
recover

Figure 4 and Figure 5 provide the compare for HDFS
node load and Noah load node.
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